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Transgenre Theses &
Dissertations
Our understanding of alternate
scholarship
If a picture paints a thousand words, how do you interpret it?

Kristin LaFollette-Samson




Emerging author in this field
Intertwined images and text
Taught undergrad class in subject

Examples of Transgenre
Compositions

Part 3: The Heuristic

•

•

Read/view the individual aspects of the transgenre composition several times. Try
“reading” the composition from left to right, right to left, top to bottom, and bottom
to top. How did your understanding/perception of the composition
change/evolve/expand when reading/viewing the composition from all directions?
carefully consider the individual aspects of the composition, then think about the
ways those individual aspects work together to create the whole. Why did the
author/artist choose that particular layout or those specific colors, images, and/or
words? The images and words necessarily work together and can’t be seen as
separate entities.

Part 5: Transgenre Composing Through Photography

•

•

While one student may choose to create collage work, another may come in with
experience as a sketch artist, a photographer, or a painter; transgenre composing
brings together image and text in many forms, yet consistently works toward creating
more rhetorically-aware composers who consistently consider who they are
composing for/to.
The images and text are not separate – they work together to create an altogether
new composing/reading/viewing experience that is long-lasting.

Part 7: Arts-Based and Queer Methodologies

•

•

I created a project that is a tangible representation of what intersecting art and
writing can look like. Because art is such a central part of this project, it didn’t seem
fair to the project or my audience to not embrace transgenre composing for the
dissertation itself. The project itself queers the traditional dissertation genre by
shifting expectations of what a dissertation should look like.
engaging composing tools beyond the alphabetic

Final Thoughts



Should we title these as figures?
How do you feel about this format?
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